The business model of companies such as Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter, relies on monetizing the information on the interactions and influences of their users. How valuable is such information, and is its use beneficial or detrimental for consumer welfare? We study these questions in a model where a monopoly sells a network good and may price discriminate using network information: information on consumers influences and/or on consumers susceptibilities to influence. Our framework incorporates a rich set of market products, including goods characterized by global and local network effects. We derive results on the value of network information and determine under which conditions, relative to uniform price, consumer surplus increases. We demonstrate the applicability of our framework using survey data on various types of relationships.
Introduction
We study the value of information about consumers' influence of each other for a monopoly selling a network good. Consider a product that has a collaborative component, such as membership in social club, the telephone, video-conference technology, an online game, a social network website, a file sharing tool, or a creative collaborative software. A potential consumer decides whether and how much to consume of the product based on her expectations of the consumptions of other consumers with whom she expects to interact: friends, colleagues, collaborators, or competitors. Now consider a monopoly selling the product. Having precise information about patterns of network externalities allows the monopoly to set different prices for different consumers. This paper characterizes how much a monopoly can increase its profit by exploiting individual level data on "who influences whom" when making its pricing decision, and the corresponding impact on consumer welfare.
Depending on the product of interest, network externalities can take different forms. When choosing her consumption, an individual may be affected by the consumption of the entire population-global network externalities-or by the consumption of a subset of the populationlocal network externalities. Moreover, recent empirical studies reveal that consumers may be heterogenous in terms of influence. There are consumers who are very influential, and there are consumers who are very susceptible to influence. In general, these may or may not be the same consumers. 1 Our model of social influence incorporates this rich set of environments in a tractable framework. We model influence of a consumer by her in-degree and out-degree. The out-degree parametrizes the susceptibility to influence of the consumer. The in-degree parametrizes the level of influence of the consumer. When network externalities are local, the out-degree is the number of other consumers whom a consumer is influenced by, and the in-degree is the number of other consumers whom the consumer influences. The pattern of network effects in the market is then parsimoniously summarized by the in-and out-degree distributions of an underlying network of interactions. In the case of global externalities, each consumer cares about the weighted average consumption of the entire population, but with different intensities, as specified by her out-degree and everyone else's in-degrees.
We consider a two-stage game. In the first stage the monopoly chooses a price scheme.
In the second stage, consumers observe the price scheme and make simultaneous consumption decisions, taking into account the resulting network externalities. The ability to price discriminate depends on the monopoly knowledge about the in-degree and out-degree of each consumer. The benchmark case is one where the monopolist only knows the in-degree and 1 Tucker (2008), in a study of the adoption of video-conferencing technology in a large multi-national organization, shows that adoption and usage of the technology by employees is influenced by the usage of the technology by their superiors, but less so by their subordinates. Nair et al. (2010) report asymmetric influence between prominent physicians and non-specialist physicians in the context of prescription and adoption of new drugs. Aral and Walker (2012) , in a study of adoption of an application in Facebook.com, also shows the importance to distinguish between influential and susceptible consumers. Goldenberg et al. (2009) , in a study of adoption of pictures and video-clips in a social networking website, show that influence and susceptibility to influence are both important dimensions to understand diffusion and to identify hubs. out-degree distributions. We then consider the case in which the monopolist has more detailed information: she knows the in-degree of each consumer, the out-degree of each consumer, and, finally, both. We compare these different scenario and assess how the information that the monopoly has about the pattern of network externalities shape the optimal pricing strategy, the profits the monopoly can hope to earn, and consumers' welfare.
Our first insight is that to evaluate the value of information on in-degrees and out-degrees, it is sufficient to have information on the average level of influence and the dispersion of in-degrees and out-degrees. 2 This gives a precise guide to practitioners in terms of prioritizing their data collection/purchase decisions. It also allows a company, like Facebook.com, MySpace, Google and alike, which owns data on social interactions and influence, to provide firms with sufficient statistics that convey the value of the data without revealing the data itself -also known as zero-knowledge information transmission in the Cryptology literature. 3 Moreover, our result could be used to improve the pricing of stocks in IPOs of companies such as Facebook, Twitter, Lore.com or Pinterest, whose business models rely, at least in part, in monetizing the information of their users, including their interactions and influences. 4 There is now convincing evidence that influence among consumers differs across markets. In some product markets the level of influence is much higher than in others, and such differences are, in part, explained by the demographic characteristics of the representative consumer of that particular market, see, e.g., Leskovec, Adamic, and Huberman (2007), Keller, Fay, and Berry (2007), Bearden and Etzel (1982) . 5 Our second insight then relates the value of information to general statistics of social influence. We show that the value of having information on in-degrees and/or out-degrees increases with the level of social influence and with the dispersion of the in-and out-degree distributions. We show that information on in-degrees is more valuable than information on out-degrees if, and only if, the in-degree distribution is more dispersed than the out-degree distribution. This formalizes a recurrent and important theme in marketing stressing the importance of strategies that take advantage of structural differentiation, see Krackhardt (1996) .
Our analysis raises a natural question: How would consumers' welfare change if firms incorporate information on consumers' influence in their selling strategies? Indeed, there is a 2 Precisely, the value of information on, say, in-degrees, is the increase in monopoly profits obtained by price discriminating on in-degrees relative to uniform pricing. 3 For a classic example, see Feige et al. (1988) 4 The development of new methods to identify influential and susceptible consumers from large data sets is a very active area of research in the intersection between the area of business and of information system engineering. We refer to Probst et al (2013) for a recent survey of this literature. Companies like Google are also increasing their effort in developing algorithms to identify influential consumers, see Green (2008) . 5 Bearden and Etzel (1982) shows that the level of influence among consumers increases with the "conspicuousness" of the product. The level of influence among consumers is also higher for products that are "consumed publicly". Leskovec, Adamic, and Huberman (2007) shows that the level of social interactions-how much buyers recommend their products-and the degree of influence-how often recommendations lead to adoption-changes greatly across product categories: high recommendation and moderate influence for DVD, moderate recommendation but high influence for books and Music, and very low recommendation and influence for Video. Keller, Fay, and Berry (2007) report that both the average level and dispersion of influence, measured by tracking word of mouth communication, is correlated to some demographic: it is much higher among teenagers as compared to the average in the population at large. current debate about whether antitrust authorities should re-focus their present investigations about Google on how Google's control of large data set about consumers' behaviour may entrench monopoly power and harm consumers' welfare, see, e.g., Newman (2013). This issue is part of a more general debate about to what extent law should facilitate informational privacy given the technological development leading private and state organisations to enjoy unprecedented abilities to collect personal data, see, M. Froomkin (2000) . We show that discrimination on in-degree and on out-degree have different implications for both aggregate consumer surplus and payoff distribution across consumers. In particular, moving from nodiscrimination to price discrimination on out-degrees increases the welfare of all consumers, only if the out-degree distribution is sufficiently dispersed. Otherwise, it increases the welfare of consumers with low out-degrees and decreases the welfare of consumers with high out-degrees and the overall effect on aggregate consumer surplus is ambiguous. On the other hand, a move from no-discrimination to price discrimination on in-degrees increases unambiguously overall consumer surplus, but some consumers may be worse off.
Building on the generality of our framework we study how the monopoly's profit and the value of information are affected by the correlation in the population between consumers' indegrees and their out-degrees-henceforth degree correlation. Negative correlation between in-degree and out-degree is typical of many goods, such as [1] goods that have an element of expertise, like prescription choices by physicians, in which case few experts act as opinion leaders; [2] professional goods adopted in superior-inferior relationships, like communication devices in hierarchical organizations; and [3] fashionable goods, like design clothes, where brands are often endorsed by celebrities. 6 Positive correlation between influence and susceptibility is, instead, typical of social goods in which social interaction is more symmetric, like We show that an increase in degree correlation increases the monopoly profit for any pricing regime, but decreases the value of information on consumers' in-and out-degrees. That is, if influential individuals are also highly susceptible to influence, the monopoly can expect high profits, and has less scope for price discrimination. Moreover, when degree correlation is positive or moderately negative, the value of information of in-degrees and out-degrees exhibit complementarity-that is, the value of information on in-degrees is higher to a monopolist who already holds the information on out-degrees, and vice versa. Therefore, if collecting information on in-degrees and on out-degrees require identical investments, a monopoly will either gather the complete individual level data, or gather no data at all. In contrast, if degree correlation is sufficiently negative-i.e., influential individuals are less susceptible to influence, the value of information on in-degrees and out-degrees no longer exhibits complementarity and instead exhibits substitutability.
With the theoretical underpinning in hand, we proceed to illustrate novel aspects of our analysis. We consider data from a survey conducted in 75 villages in rural India (see Banerjee et al. 2011 ). The data documents a variety of relationships between individuals within each village. We focus on a number of different networks induced by the different relationships, which are presumably related to consumption externality of different types of goods. Thus, by exploiting the differences between the networks, we illustrate how the monopoly profit, the value of information, the consumers' welfare, and the level of complementarity of information on in-and out-degrees vary across the networks and product types.
Our paper relates to the classical literature on network externalities and network industries initiated in the 1980's by Farrell and Saloner (1985) and Katz and Shapiro (1985) , and most recently extended to settings with local network externalities, e.g., Sundarajan ( For the former interpretation, we make the realistic assumption that when taking consumption decisions consumers know their own in-degree and out-degree, but have incomplete information about the level of interactions/influence of other consumers, similarly to Galeotti et al. (2010) . For the latter interpretation, the underlying assumption is that consumers care about a weighted average consumption and the weights are given by in-degrees and out-degrees.
Our main interest is, however, understanding how the monopolist can exploit the presence of such network externalities. The literature of optimal marketing strategies in the presence of social influence is quite recent and a very active field of research in economics, marketing, and computer science. Most of the literature has focused on optimal advertising and seeding strategies (distributing, initially, products for free to key consumers) given an exogenous process of product diffusion, e.g., Only few papers study optimal pricing as marketing strategies in environments with network influence. Hartline et al. (2008) and Arthur et al. (2009) consider dynamic optimal pricing in a setting where adoption is sequential and consumers are myopic. They show that the optimal dynamic pricing strategy is NP-hard to compute, and develop a simple pricing strategy to illustrate the potential value of exploiting influences across consumers. Candogan et al. (2012) and Bloch and Querou (2013) are the closest studies to our. They consider monopoly pricing when both the monopolist and the consumers have perfect knowledge of the architecture of the network of influence. Their aim is to determine when the optimal pricing strategy reflects the centrality measures of the consumers in the network. While we share with this work the basic motivation, our research questions and method of analysis are very distinctive. In particular, our framework allows to evaluate the value of information on consumers' influence for the monopoly, and the effect that the use of such information may have on consumers' welfare. The emphasis that our work places on these questions is, to the best of our knowledge, novel in the literature.
Model
There is a single monopoly, which can produce any quantity of a divisible good at no cost, and a unit measure of potential consumers N = [0, 1]. Consumers' behavior is influenced by the consumptions of other consumers (network externalities) and these influences can be heterogeneous across consumers. In the first stage of the game the monopoly chooses a price scheme p = {p i } i∈N . The ability of the monopoly to assign different prices to different consumers depend on her knowledge about the network. In the second stage, consumers observe the price scheme and make simultaneous consumption decisions, x = {x i } i∈N , taking into account the resulting network externalities. We emphasize that the model can be modified with minor changes to capture a discrete good which each consumer can choose either to adopt or not to adopt-our analysis and results follow through with no change. See section 2.1.1 for more details.
We now formalize the ingredients of our model: patterns of influence, network externalities, and different level of network knowledge of the monopoly. The levels of influence of a consumer are parametrized by her out-degree, k, and in-degree, l. A consumer with out-degree k draws, after making her consumption decision, k others and each consumer with in-degree l is drawn by l others. 7 A fraction P (k) of consumers has out-degree k, and a fraction H (l) of consumers has in-degree l, where l, k ∈ D = {0, ..., k max }, and k∈D P (k) = l∈D H(l) = 1. We assume for now that there is no correlation in the population between a consumer's in-degree and her out-degree and vice-versa, that is, P (k|l) = P (k) and H (l|k) = H (l); section 5 studies the case with correlation. Consistency requires that the average out-degree equals the average in-degree, i.e., P (k)k =k = H(l)l. We refer tok as to the average level of influence. We assume that the different draws of a consumer, as well as the draws of different consumers are independent of each other. Therefore, if i samples j, the probability that j is sampled by l − 1
Consumers have quadratic utility that exhibits network externalities. 8 For a given profile of consumption x = (x i , x −i ) and unit price p i , the utility of consumer i who benefits from interacting with a finite set of consumers N i (i.e., draws the set of consumers N i ) is
where γ > 0 is the positive network externalities coefficient. Since different draws of a con- 7 More precisely, a consumer with out-degree k draws k other consumers according to an atomless weighted-uniform distribution on the unit interval, where the weights are determined by the in-degrees of the sampled consumers. Therefore, the unconditional probability distribution function assigns to a consumer with in-degree l a density for being sampled that is l times higher than it assigns for a consumer with in-degree 1.
8 Beyond their mathematical appeal, the classic motivation for the assumption of quadratic utility functions is that it provides a second order taylor approximation for other utility functions and thus captures first (and second) order effects and neglect only higher order effects of a smaller magnitude. Furthermore, our analysis and results carry over to a more general class of utility functions that induce linear best responses by consumers (see Bramoullé et al. 2011 for discussion). The only exception to this last point is that in order to make any claim on aggregate consumer surplus, we cannot remain agnostic with respect to the utility function that we choose.
sumer, as well as the draws of different consumers, are independent of each other, we have that for given (x i , x −i ) the expected utility to consumer i is
where
] is the average consumption across samples of consumers. Given
A(x −i ), the consumption of consumer i depends on her type only via her out-degree k and the price p i . Therefore, for any pricing scheme for which the price p i depends at most on the outdegree and in-degree of consumer i, we can write the demand of a consumer with out-degree k and in-degree l as x (k, l); and
Before solving the monopoly's problem, we study the consumption equilibrium induced by the consumers' decisions in the second stage of the game given any pricing scheme chosen by the monopoly. The following result establishes conditions under which, for any pricing scheme chosen by the monopoly, there exists a unique consumption equilibrium. The result also provides a characterization of equilibrium consumptions levels.
Proposition 1. Let p be any price schedule set by the monopoly in the first stage of the game and specifying for each consumer i a price per unit p i ∈ R.
1. If γk max < 1, then, in the consumption stage, there exists a unique Bayes-Nash equilibrium x * .
2. Assume that according to p any two consumers with identical in-and out-degrees are priced the same. Then, in the unique equilibrium of the consumption stage any two consumers with identical in-and out-degrees make the same consumption decision. In particular, let p(k, l) and x(k, l) be the price and the demand of a consumer with outdegree k and in-degree l. Then, in the unique equilibrium of the consumption stage
Hereafter we maintain the assumption that γk max < 1 and that consumers play the unique equilibrium in the consumption stage. In the first stage, the ability of the monopoly to design targeted pricing strategies depends on the information the monopoly possesses about the network of influence. The benchmark case is when the monopoly knows the distributions of influence, P and H, but knows neither the in-degree nor the out-degree of any individual
consumer. In such a situation the monopoly charges a uniform price, i.e., p(k, l) = p for all k, l. We will compare this benchmark case with three other cases a. The monopoly knows the out-degree of each consumer and price discriminates on out-
b. The monopoly knows the in-degree of each consumer and price discriminates on in-degree,
c. The monopoly knows the in-degree and the out-degree of each consumer and price discriminates on both.
In each of these cases the monopoly chooses a price schedule {p(k, l)} k,l∈D to maximize its expected profit
where x(k, l) is the equilibrium consumption decision given by expression (2) and the choice of p(k, l) is restricted depending on the information that the monopoly possesses as described above. The following assumption guarantees that the monopoly's maximization problem is well-behaved and has a unique interior solution (see Proposition 11 in the Appendix). We maintain assumption 1 throughout the paper.
Interpretations of the model
We briefly discuss the main assumptions of the model and the possible interpretations of the framework.
Our main interpretation of the consumption stage is that when consumers take their consumption decisions, they take into account local network effects, but they have only partial information about their future interactions, i.e., they know the degree distributions and their own (expected) degrees, but not the degrees of their neighbors. This interpretation is consistent with models of network games where there is incomplete information about the network, e.g., Galeotti et al. (2010) . An alternative interpretation is that network effects are global and so each consumer cares about the weighted average consumption of the entire population of consumers, but with different intensities, as specified by their particular type (k, l). So, our formulation accounts both for local and global network effects.
An important and novel element of our model is the distinction between the level of influence of a consumer and the susceptibility to influence. The out-degree parametrizes the latter, e.g., how many other consumers does the consumer look up to, listen to, benefit from sharing the use of the good with, etc. The in-degree parametrizes the former, e.g., how many other consumers look up to the consumer, listen to her, benefit from sharing the use of the good with her, etc.
As discussed in the introduction, the separation between the level of influence of a consumer and her susceptibility to influence, and possible correlations between these two dimensions, is important because it is empirically relevant in markets (see footnote 1).
In some applications it is more intuitive to think of connections as undirected. That is, a connection may capture a social interaction and the good may be any social interaction good such as Facebook.com or online gaming, or any collaboration tool such as Dropbox.com. In its most basic formulation, undirected influence is captured in our model by perfect correlation between consumers' in-and out-degrees. Moreover, even under the assumption of undirected connections our setup allows for a different patterns of influence. For example, the case in which individuals have symmetric interactions, but some are more susceptible to influence than others, is captured by replacing an individual's out-degree k with her "effective out-degree" k, which equals k times the relative susceptibility of that particular individual to be influenced by a single connection. A similar approach could be used to accommodate charismatic individuals who generate more influence in each of their interactions.
The richness of the model allows us to consider a variety of goods and patterns of network effects. To see how, consider goods for which an individual with a high out-degree is less influenced by each one of her contacts-e.g., when deciding how much time to spend in a golf club, having more golf playing friends increases a consumer's demand only up to a point, due to time constraints. We accommodate such network effects by replacing a consumer's outdegree k with a concave function λ (k). This transformation covers many cases that received attention in the literature. For example, it has been suggested that in some cases, an individual is influenced by the average consumption of her contacts, or by different moments of the distribution of her contacts' consumptions. This could be the case with goods that have a competitive element, such as online gaming-an individual wants to get to a level of expertise that is at least as high as the lowest/average/highest level of expertise of her contacts, or alternatively, with goods that have comparable alternatives which also exhibit network effect, such as mobile phones brands, and other competing platforms. 9 Accounting for consumers who are influenced by the average consumption of their contacts, can be done in our formulation by setting the out-degrees of all of the consumers to equal 1 so that 10
The example of the adoption of mobile phone brands suggests that one may also be interested in considering binary adoption decisions. The following section (section 2.1.1) demonstrates that this paper covers this case as well.
We conclude by remarking that we only investigate linear pricing. This is without loss of generality in the binary adoption version of the model. Otherwise, for different levels of information about in-and out-degrees, the monopolist could propose bundles with specific quantities and price and hope to increase profit (relative to linear pricing). Without information on in-degree and out-degree the problem of the monopolist becomes a screening problem.
When the monopolist has detailed information the monopolist will offer specific bundles to consumers based on their in-degree and their out-degree. Given the prevalence of linear pricing in markets, we view our analysis as a useful benchmark; we leave a complete analysis of non-linear pricing for future research. 9 Assuming that all of a consumer's connections have a mobile phone, the consumer wants to adopt the phone which most of her friends adopt. Hence, she looks at the average consumption/adoption rate of her friends. 10 For consistency, this requires scaling down the in-degrees of all of the consumers by a factor of 1 k .
Binary product adoption
The model, analysis, and results can be modified with minor changes to accommodate a discrete good for which consumers make binary choices of whether to adopt or not to adopt. In that case, consumers' strategies will be represented by probabilities of adoptions {x i } i∈N such that x i ∈ [0, 1], and the prices will be interpreted as prices of adopting the good. Formally, each consumer i has a unit demand for the good, and draws an intrinsic value θ i from the uniform distribution over the unit interval. Intrinsic values are independently distributed. Consumers experience local network externalities in the sense that their value for the good increases by the constant value γ > 0 whenever one of their neighbors adopts the good. That is,
A consumer i adopts the good if and only if E θ i − p i + γ j∈N i x j > 0, which happens with probability 1 − p i + γ j∈N i x j . Therefore, the probability that consumer i adopts the good is
. This is exactly the first order conditions in the divisible good formulation (when x i is interpreted as a quantity), and all of our analysis goes as is to this adoption framework.
Preliminary results: equilibrium pricing and consumption
In our benchmark case the monopoly has information on the distributions of influence, P and H, but has no information on consumers' types and therefore charges a uniform linear price, p(k, l) = p for all k, l.
Proposition 2. If the monopoly only knows the distributions P and H, then the optimal price is p = 1/2 and does not depend on the properties of the network. The equilibrium consumption level of a consumer increases in the average level of influence and increases linearly in the consumer's out-degree. The expected monopoly profit increases in the average level of influence.
The price charged is independent of the characteristics of the network and therefore the equilibrium demand of a consumer depends only on her out-degree. Since there are network externalities, a consumer's demand is increasing in her out-degree; this effect is linear because of the quadratic payoff specification (i.e., linear best reply). As a consequence, both the average equilibrium consumption and the monopoly profits increase in the average level of influence across consumers. Since the effect of the out-degree on consumption choices is linear and since the price is constant, only the average level of influence matters for monopoly's profits. As we shall see in the next sections, when the monopoly can price discriminate, additional statistics of the networks become relevant.
Price discrimination
We now describe the properties of optimal price schemes, when the monopoly has additional information about the level of influence of each consumer.
Proposition 3. Whenever the monopoly discriminates on out-degrees (resp. in-degrees), the optimal price schedule depends on the average level of influence and on the variance of the out-degree distribution (resp. in-degree distribution). Furthermore, if the monopoly price discriminates on out-degrees (resp. in-degrees), the price to a consumer linearly increases in her out-degree (resp. linearly decreases in her in-degree).
Out first insight is that when the monopoly price discriminates, consumers who are more susceptible to influence pay a price premium, whereas influential consumers receive a price discount. The size of the discount/premium depends on the patterns of influence, as captured by the average influence and the variance of the out-and in-degree distributions. We illustrate this next.
When the monopoly discriminates only based on out-degrees, the optimal price charged to a consumer with out-degree k is
where σ 2 k is the variance of the out-degree distribution. Hence, the price premium paid by a consumer per unit increase in out-degree is
which is higher the higher is the average level of influence and the more dispersed is the distribution of out-degrees in the population.
To see why an increase in the average influence increases the out-degree price premium note that holding an individual consumer's out-degree fixed, an increase in the average level of influence implies that the same consumer is, in expectations, more influential (i.e., has a higher expected in-degree l). Consequently, the monopoly would like to charge the consumer a lower price. However, this per-unit discount is more costly to apply to a consumer with a higher pre-discount demand, since it applied to the entire quantity.
The intuition for the effect of a change in the variance of out-degrees on the out-degree price premium is related to a very general fact in networks: when the variance of the out-degrees increases, the expected out-degree of an individual at the (out) end of a randomly chosen link also grows. This is true even if the average out-degree remains constant. 11 As a result, 11 Formally, note that the expected out-degree of an individual at the end of a randomly chosen link is
for a consumer with out-degree k, increasing the variance of out-degrees in the population increases the probability that a consumer who is connected to her (via her in-links) has a higher out-degree. As a result, it is more cost effective for the monopoly to reduce the price for the consumer than to do so for her neighbor relative to the pre-increase variance. Similarly to the effect of an increase in average influence, this effect is also weaker for consumers with high out-degrees, because they already have high pre-discount demand.
In contrast, when the monopoly discriminates based on in-degrees (see expression 22 in the appendix) then the price discount received by a consumer per unit increase in her in-degree is
, which increases in the average level of influence and in the variance of the in-degree distribution,
The intuition follows a mirror image of the intuition for the effects for discrimination based on out-degree. These insights carry over to the case where the monopoly discriminates both on out-and in-degree (see expression 23 in appendix). Summarizing: Corollary 1. If the monopoly price discriminates on out-degrees (resp. in-degrees), the price premium paid (resp. price discount received) by a consumer per unit increase of the out-degree (resp. in-degree) is increasing in the average level of influence and in the variance of the out-degree (resp. in-degree) distribution.
Consumption
The following proposition shows how the equilibrium consumption depends on the outdegrees and in-degrees of consumers, and how these relationships depend on the ability of the monopoly to price discriminate on these levels of influence.
Proposition 4. The equilibrium consumption level of a consumer at the optimal price schedule depends on the average level of influence and on the variance of the out-degree distribution (resp. in-degree distribution) whenever the monopoly can discriminate on out-degrees (resp. indegrees). Furthermore, if the monopoly price discriminates on out-degrees (resp. in-degrees), the equilibrium consumption level of a consumer linearly increases in her out-degree (resp. out-degree and in-degree).
First, when the monopoly only discriminates on out-degrees there are two confounding effects. On the one hand, a consumer with high out-degree pays a higher price and this decreases her consumption; on the other hand a consumer with high out-degree enjoys more externalities and this boosts her consumption. The merit of the proposition is to show that optimal price is set so that more susceptible agents consume more. The intuition follows a similar logic as in the theory of monopoly pricing in environments without network externalities: the reason that high out-degree individuals pay more than low out-degree individuals is that the monopoly does not want to forfeit the high price on the large number of units that they consume. For this to hold, it must be the case that the high out-degree consumers consume more than low out-degree ones. 12 Note also that when the monopoly only discriminates on out-degrees, consumption choices are independent of consumers' in-degrees.
Second, when the monopoly only discriminates on in-degrees, the consumption decision of a consumer depends both on his in-degree and on his out-degree, but in a separable way. First, given any out-degree, agents with high in-degrees receive price discounts, so their consumption is higher than agents with low in-degrees. At the same time, since the price schedule is independent of out-degrees, more susceptible agents consume more due to their higher exposure to network externalities.
Finally, equilibrium consumptions depend also on the variance of the in-degree and outdegree distributions, and on the average level of influence. The variances of the distributions of in-and out-degrees affect consumption only through their effect on the optimal price schedules.
For example, if the monopoly price discriminates on out-degrees, an increase in the variance of the out-degree distribution decreases the price that a consumer with a given out-degree k pays and therefore that consumer demands more of the good. The effect of the average level of influence on equilibrium consumption is more subtle. When the monopoly discriminates only based on out-degrees, the consumption level of a consumer increases in the average level of influence. However, when the monopoly discriminates on in-degrees, the effect of a change in the average level of influence on the consumption of a consumer depends on his out-degree and in-degree. For example, if the monopoly discriminates only based on in-degrees, then the quantity consumed by a consumer with out-degree k and in-degree l is
Profits and the value of network information
We now describe how the profits of the monopoly depend on the characteristics of the network and on the knowledge of the monopoly about the network.
Proposition 5. For all price discrimination schemes, the profit of the monopoly is increasing and convex in the average level of influence. Furthermore, it is increasing and convex in the variance of the out-degree distribution (reps. in-degree distribution) if the monopoly price discriminates on out-degrees (reps. in-degrees).
Our first insight here is that simple statistics of the network such as the average level of influence and the variance of the out-degree and the in-degree distribution are sufficient to compute the profits that a monopoly would obtain by price discriminating. This information on the network is potentially easy to collect. It can therefore be used as a first step for the monopoly to decide whether it is worth investing in collecting or purchasing precise individual level information on in-degrees and/or out-degrees. Similarly, this information can easily be conveyed by a company seeking to sell the data to the monopoly, without revealing the data itself, thus reducing information asymmetries and facilitating the trade of information.
The second insight captures the effects of changes in the average level of influence and in the variance of the degree distributions on the expected monopoly profits. To see why profits increase in average influence, consider the following intuition. For a given price schedule, an increase in the average influence is synonymous of an increase in network externalities and this triggers higher demand of each consumer and higher monopoly profits. Hence, at the new optimal price schedule, the profit of the monopoly must also increase.
The intuitive reason why, when the monopoly discriminates, say, on out-degrees, the level of profits is increasing in the variance of the out-degree distribution, is that the monopoly uses the information on influence to price discriminate. If the degrees of different consumers are similar, the scope of price discrimination is limited (e.g., if all consumers have the same outdegree, there is no room for discrimination based on out-degree), whereas a high spread allows for significant price discrimination. This implication of Proposition 5 formalizes a recurrent and important theme in marketing, stressing the importance of strategies that take advantage of structural differentiation, see e.g., Krackhardt (1996).
Proposition 5 highlights how the characteristics of the network of influence affect the level of profits under a given knowledge of the monopoly. We now investigate the characteristics of the network of influence that makes the monopoly willing to acquire information on consumers'
influence. The value of the monopoly of learning the out-degree (resp. in-degree) relative of noinformation is defined as the difference in the expected profit when the monopoly discriminates on out-degrees (resp. in-degree) and the expected profit under uniform price. We then say that the monopoly prefers to learn the out-degree rather than the in-degree when the value of learning the out-degree is higher than the value of learning the in-degree. Corollary 2 answers the following questions: How does the value of learning in-degrees and out-degrees depend on the network of influence? If the monopoly can only acquire information on either the in-degree or the out-degree, which information should the monopoly acquire?
Corollary 2. The value for the monopoly from learning the out-degrees (resp. in-degrees) of all consumers relative to having no information on individual consumers' out-and in-degrees is increasing in the average level of influence and in the variance of the out-degree (resp. indegree) distribution. Moreover, the monopoly prefers to learn individual consumers' out-degrees rather than their in-degrees if and only if the variance of the in-degree distribution is larger than the variance of the out-degree distribution.
Recall that Bearden and Etzel (1982) shows that the level of influence among consumers increases with the "conspicuousness" of the product. Thus, one prediction from Corollary 2 is that a monopoly selling conspicuous goods is more likely to invest in acquiring the information on the in-and/or out-degrees of its consumers.
To see why the value of information on in-degrees or out-degrees is higher when the distributions of the intensities of influence are more dispersed, 13 recall that the profit of the monopoly under uniform price is independent of the variance of the degree distributions, whereas the profit of the monopoly is increasing in the variance of the degree distributions under price discrimination.
The fact that the value of information on in-degrees or out-degrees of consumers is higher for products with a higher average level of influence is less immediate because in the case of uniform price the monopoly's profits are also increasing in the average level of influence.
Therefore, corollary 2 suggests that by price discriminating the monopoly can leverage the increase in the network externalities more effectively.
Finally, whether the monopoly prefers to learn the in-degrees of consumers or their outdegrees depends solely on the variances of the corresponding distributions: the monopoly prefers to learn the degrees that have higher variance, as a high spread allows for significant price discrimination.
One question, which is not answered by Corollary 2, is the following: When will a monopoly invest in learning both the out-and in-degrees of consumers, as opposed to investing only in information on the more valuable of the two? In other words, we would like to know whether the value of information is separable, or whether the data on consumers' out-and in-degrees complement or substitute each other in terms of generating monopoly profit. Definition 1. We say that the value for the monopoly from learning the out-degrees and in-degrees for all consumers exhibits complementarity if:
If the inequalities are reversed we say that the value for the monopoly from learning the out-degrees and in-degrees of all consumers exhibits substitutability.
Corollary 3. The value for the monopoly from learning the out-degrees and in-degrees of all consumers exhibits complementarity.
Corollary 3 implies that the monopoly values having data on individual consumers' indegrees more if the monopoly already has data on individual consumers out-degrees and vice-
versa. An immediate implication is that if the variances of the in-and out-degree distributions are equal (which implies that the values of learning the in-degree or out-degree are equal),
and if the cost of acquiring each of the different data is the same, then a monopoly will either invest in collecting data on both individual consumers in-and out-degrees or on neither.
Consumer surplus and aggregate welfare
We conclude this section by considering the implication of targeted pricing strategies on consumer surplus and aggregate welfare. We are particularly interested in whether moving from a uniform pricing strategy to a pricing strategy that incorporates information on indegrees or out-degrees leads to an increase or rather a decrease in consumer surplus. 14 This exercise provides some guidance to competition authorities that may be concerned with the effects on consumer surplus and welfare of allowing firms to use information about consumers' network of influence in product markets.
Recall that for a given consumption profile (x i , x −i ) and price p i , the expected utility to consumer i with out-degree k and in-degree l is
In a Nash equilibrium of the consumption stage, consumer i plays a best reply; that is, i's
We can then rewrite the equilibrium utility of consumer i as follows
Therefore, to determine whether a consumer with out-degree k and in-degree l is better off when the seller does not discriminate as compared to the case where, say, the seller discriminates on out-degree, we simply need to compare the equilibrium consumption of the consumer in the two regimes. Furthermore, aggregating consumers' utilities across different types we obtain a simple expression for consumer surplus. By letting x(k, l) be the consumption of a consumer (k, l), consumer surplus is
Proposition 6.
1. Suppose we move from no-discrimination to discrimination on out-degrees. There exists a threshold k >k so that a consumer is better off if, and only if, her out-degree k ≤ k .
Furthermore, for every γ and k max , if the variance of the out-degree distribution is high enough then k > k max .
2. Suppose we move from no-discrimination to discrimination on in-degrees. There exists a threshold function l (k), which is decreasing in k, so that a consumer with out-degree k and in-degree l is better off if, and only if, her in-degree l ≥ l (k).
Price discrimination of any form increases average consumption, which has a positive effect on the utility of each of the consumers. On the other hand, when the seller discriminates on out-degrees, consumers who are more susceptible to influence pay higher prices than consumers with low out-degrees. It is then not surprising that consumers with low out-degrees benefit from the introduction of such price discrimination. The proposition points out, however, that when the out-degrees are very dispersed, also consumers with high out-degrees benefit from the introduction to price discrimination. To see why, note that when the variance of the out-degree distribution is high, targeted pricing strategies are more effective in boosting average consumption, and this gives incentives to high out-degree consumers to increase their consumption, despite paying higher prices. Furthermore, note that part 1 of proposition 6
implies that, when the variance of the out-degree distribution is high, and we move from nodiscrimination to price discrimination on out-degrees, then all consumers are better off. As the seller always benefits from price discrimination, price discrimination on out-degrees leads, in this case, to a Pareto improvement.
When discrimination is on in-degrees, influential agents receive price discounts. So, within consumers with a certain out-degree, more influential consumers benefit from price discrimination on in-degrees. Moreover, the fact that the function l (k) is decreasing in k implies that consumers with a high out-degree may benefit from discrimination on in-degrees even if they are not as much influential as some consumers with a low out-degree. The reason is that by price discriminating the seller stimulates overall consumption and therefore, fixing the in-degree of a consumer, consumers with high out-degree enjoy greater consumption externalities. In general, the introduction of in-degrees price discrimination may be beneficial for some consumers but not for others. However, we can prove an unambiguous result for the aggregate consumer surplus.
Proposition 7.
Consumer surplus increases when we move from no-discrimination to discrimination on in-degrees.
That discrimination on in-degrees increases consumer surplus is interesting as there are many examples of discrimination on the degree of influence of consumers. Examples include conspicuous consumption goods and fashion goods, as well as social interaction goods. Such examples often take the form of seeding, which is equivalent to selling a good for a price of zero to selected influential consumers, or even paying such influential consumer to use the good, which is equivalent to setting negative prices for high in-degree individuals.
To conclude our discussion of welfare, we note that the additional profit for the monopoly from introducing any type of price discrimination is greater than any loss to the consumer surplus. That is, aggregate welfare increases when we move from no discrimination to discrimination on in-degrees or out-degrees.
Correlation between in-degree and out-degree
So far we focused on the case that at the individual consumer's level, in-degrees and outdegrees are independent. Nevertheless, as we reviewed in the introduction, correlations between the in-degrees and out-degrees of individuals have been documented in several studies that study peer influence in consumption decisions. It is also natural when thinking of different agents in the society, for example, celebrities influence many people but they are not always influenced by many people. Our results described in the previous section can be extended to the case of correlation. In fact, in section 6 when we evaluate the value of information in real social networks, we use the derivation of optimal profit obtained for general correlations structure, available in the appendix.
In this section we aim to answer the new questions raised by considering correlation between the in-and out-degrees of consumers: Is the expected profit of the monopoly higher or lower when the big influencers in a market are not influenced much by others? How does the willingness of the monopoly to invest in gathering information depend on whether the more influenced consumers also influence others? To this end, we now examine the impact that a change in correlation between consumers' in-degrees and out-degrees has on the monopoly's profits and the value of information.
Let P (k|l) be the probability that a node with in-degree l has out-degree k, and let H(l|k)
be the probability that a node with out-degree k has in-degree l. By definition, the following consistency conditions apply: for all l and k, l P (k|l)H(l) = P (k) and k H(l|k)P (k) = H(l). For simplicity, we assume in this section that the variance of the in-degree and the variance of the out-degree are the same, i.e., σ 2 k = σ 2 l = σ 2 . Therefore, the correlation coefficient can be written as
The case of perfect positive correlation occurs when H ≡ P and ρ = 1. The case where there is no correlation obtains when ρ = 0. When the monopoly price discriminates on in-degree (resp. out-degree), it turns out that in determining the optimal price schedule the monopoly will take into account the average out-degree (resp. in-degree) of a consumer conditional on the consumer's in-degree (resp. out-degree), i.e.,k(l) = k P (k|l)k, and the variance of this random variable, σ 2
). Under independence, for any in-degree l it is the case thatk(l) =k and σ 2 k(l) = 0; but for general correlations there is no specific relationship betweenk(l) and σ 2 k(l)
, and the first and second moments of the distribution of influence in the network. The following assumption provides some structure to the relationship between these conditional random variables and the moments of the distribution of influence, which allows us to derive a cleaner characterization. 
In what follows, we focus on describing results on how correlation affects optimal profit, and how correlation affects the value of network information for the monopoly.
Proposition 8. Suppose Assumption 2 holds. Regardless of whether the monopoly discriminates based on in-degree, out-degree, both, or none, the monopoly's profit increases in ρ.
Recall that agents with high out-degrees have higher demands, ceteris paribus, because of the larger adoption externalities they are exposed to. When the correlation between outdegree and in-degree increases, this means that these high demand consumers are also likely to be very influential, and this has a positive feedback to the consumption decisions of other consumers. This is why the monopoly profits are increasing in the correlation parameter ρ, regardless of the sophistication of the price schedule.
We now consider how the value of information depends on the correlation between indegrees and out-degrees. That is, how does the degree correlation affect the value for the monopoly of learning individual consumers' degrees? How does the degree correlation affect possible complementarity or substitutability in the value for the monopoly from learning the indegrees and out-degrees of consumers? Before providing the result we note that our assumption that the variance of the out-degree distribution and the variance of the in-degree distribution are the same, implies that the expected profit of the monopoly, when it can discriminate either on in-degree or on out-degree (but not on both), is the same. This is true for any level of correlation (see appendix). Hence, the value of information is convex if and only if information on out-degrees and information on in-degrees are complements.
Proposition 9. Suppose assumption 2 holds. The value for the monopoly of learning either the out-degrees or the in-degrees relative of no-information is decreasing in ρ. Furthermore, there exists a ρ * ∈ (−1, 0) such that the value for the monopoly from learning the out-degrees and in-degrees of all consumers exhibits substitutability for every ρ < ρ * , and complementarity otherwise.
To get a sense of the implications of Proposition 9, consider as an example Aral and
Walker (2012), who study the adoption of an application in Facebook.com. They show that in their data, influence and susceptibility to influence are negatively correlated. Proposition 9 then implies that the negative correlation reduces the price a firm selling such an application will be willing to pay Facebook.com for its network data. Moreover, the negative correlation suggests that information on influence and susceptibility to influence are substitutes (or weak complements), and that it may make sense for a firm selling this type of application in Facebook to invest in learning only one of the distributions (assuming equal costs of acquiring each distribution).
To understand the intuition behind the first part of Proposition 9, note that effective price discrimination entails price premia to consumers with high out-degrees, and price discounts to consumers with high in-degree. Increased correlation between in-degree and out-degree reduces the ability to do that and thus reduces the profitability of price discrimination, which in turn reduces the value of information.
The intuition for the second part of Proposition 9 is more subtle. On the one hand, when ρ 2 is large (due to higher or lower correlation), a consumer's out-degrees is a more accurate (i.e., less noisy) predictor of her in-degree and vice-versa. As a result, an increase in ρ 2 reduces the complementarity between information on an individual's in-degree and her out-degree. On the other hand, when in-degrees and out-degrees are positively correlated, information only on a consumer's out-degree (resp. in-degree) is not particularly useful for price discrimination.
This follows the same logic as the intuition for the first part of Proposition 9. At the same time, information on both in-degrees and out-degrees allows the monopoly to detect consumers with high out-degrees (resp. in-degrees) and low in-degrees (resp. out-degrees), which allows the monopoly to price discriminate even in the presence of high positive correlation between in-degrees and out-degrees.
6 The value of information on social, financial, and advice networks
We provide a simple exercise to illustrate the potential use of targeted pricing strategies across different products. We consider a dataset that includes networks covering three types of relationships between individuals in 75 villages in rural India: social, advice and financial.
Our premise is that these three types of relationships capture the patterns of externalities for different products, and we focus on comparing, across these three networks, the value of information, the level of complementarity of information, and the consumer surplus.
Description of the data
The data are from 75 rural villages in Karnataka, an area of southern India within a few hours of Bangalore. The average population per village is 926.48. The survey was designed as part of a study of the deployment of a microfinance program (see Banerjee et al. 2011, and Jackson et al 2012) . We refer to these papers for a detailed discussion of the data set and its limitations.
Only one-half of the households were surveyed, which could bias (most likely downward) the value of information which we compute. Households were selected by a stratified random sample in order to control for selection biases, with households stratified by religion (Hindu, Muslim, Christian) and also by geographic sub-locations based on a full census of the villages that was conducted just prior to and in conjunction with the survey. Each surveyed individual was asked to name the people with whom he or she has various sorts of relationships.
We make use of the answers to a subset of the questions asked to build three networks capturing three different types of interactions: (i) Social: we say that there is a directed social connection from consumer i to consumer j if consumer i reports visiting j's house in her free time; (ii) Advice: we say that there is a directed advice connection from consumer i to consumer j if consumer i reports coming to j for advice on difficult personal decisions; (iii)
Financial: we say that there is a directed financial connection from consumer i to consumer j if consumer i names j as the person to whom she would turn if she needed to borrow kerosene, rice, or money.
The social network proxies influence in the consumption of social goods, communication technologies, games, or even entertainment. The ties in the advice network are based on elements of expertise in certain dimensions. It is then reasonable to expect that an individual consumes more goods if these are used by experts, or people whose judgement the individual respects. Such people would be able to continue providing advice on the use of such goods, ranging from new crops or fertilizers, to medical or health related equipment and services.
Financial relationships influence consumption of financial instruments, such as bank accounts (it is often cheaper to transfer money between customers of the same bank), or even working with the same creditors, so that value could be transferred without money changing hands. 15 The three networks are quite different from each other. The advice network is the most sparse, with average degree of 1.07, whereas the social and financial networks are denser with average degrees of 1.52 and 1.83 respectively. The high density of the financial network suggests that the society in the surveyed villages relies heavily on risk-sharing and informal financial arrangements. The financial network has also the largest variances of its in-and out-degrees distributions, which equal 5.28 and 1.48, respectively. This is compared with variances of 3.44 and 1.04 for the in-degree and out-degree distributions in the social network, and 3.29 and 0.6
for the corresponding variances in the advice network. The degree correlation is positive in all three networks, but takes significantly different values. Ranging from 0.08 in the advice network, to 0.2 and 0.22 in the financial and social networks respectively. The difference in degree correlation is not surprising: advice is based on expertise, so experts are expected to have high in-degrees, but there is no reason to expect that an expert will need more advice than a non expert. On the other hand, social networks and lending networks capture more reciprocal relationships.
The aforementioned measures are for the networks which include all villages. However, individuals from different villages are rarely connected, suggesting that it is realistic to assume that individuals form their beliefs on the patterns of interactions in their environment based on the village-level degree distributions and correlations. Our framework is sufficiently rich to accommodate this local structure-we simply model the monopoly's decision as a set of independent maximization problems, one for each village.
Finally, the networks in our data do not exhibit equal variances of the in-and out-degree distributions, nor do they satisfy assumption 2 (linearity of conditional expectations). We therefore use our general formulation from Appendix A to analyze the data. In that sense, our results also demonstrate the robustness of our analytical results in the previous sections.
The value of network information
Our theoretical analysis shows that the value of information is increasing in the variances of the distributions of in-and out-degrees in the population, and in the average level of influence, and decreasing in the correlation between in-and out-degrees of consumers. Figure   1 captures these patterns for a monopoly which prices optimally based on consumers' in-and out-degrees, and assuming that the level of influence over a link is γ = 0.007. Varying γ does not qualitatively change the results.
The value of network information is especially high in the financial network, due to the high average degree and high variances. In contrast, the advice network, and to some extent the social network, have low average degrees and low variances of in-and out-degrees in most villages, which leads to low values of network information. We note an important difference between the social and the advice network. In the former the variance of the in-degree distribution is similar across villages, while in the latter is quite different (the variance of this value across villages is 5.7 in the advice network, compared with 1.28 in the social network). In other words, the distributions of expertise are very different across villages, whereas the distribution of popularity is quite consistent. This explains the departures from the patterns in the plots of the value of information as a function of the average level of influence, the variance of the out-degree distribution, and the degree correlation when it comes to the advice network.
Our theoretical analysis also relates the degree correlation to whether information exhibits complementarity or substitutability. Proposition 9 suggests that there is a threshold value of the correlation level such that informations exhibits complementarity if the correlation is above the threshold and substitutability otherwise. distribution is much higher than the variance of the out-degree distribution we would predict that a monopoly only invest in learning the in-degrees (i.e., detecting the experts), rather than learning the susceptibility to influence of consumers.
Finally, Proposition 6 finds that if the variance of the out-degree distribution is sufficiently large, then all consumers prefer discrimination on out-degree to uniform pricing. We find that in our data the variance of the out-degree is too low to make all consumers better off with discrimination on out-degree. However, we do find a systematic relationship between the variance of the out-degree distribution and the fraction of the consumers who are better off with discrimination on out-degree. Figure 3 demonstrates that the high variance of the out-degree distribution in the financial networks implies that a large majority of consumers prefer discrimination on out-degree to uniform pricing. This is not the case in the social and 
Discussion
Online commerce provides some level of anonymity to consumers with respect to their demographics. However, when combined with records of other online activities, online shopping generates data on local networks externalities that were not available earlier. This example highlights a change in the type of information firms may be able to gather about their consumers. Of the array of important economic questions raised by this shift, this works focuses on the value of network information for a price discriminating monopoly and its effect on consumer surplus.
The principal innovation of this paper is the combination of two important ideas: First, consumers have incomplete knowledge of the network structure-we focus on a simple aspect of the network, the number of personal connections. This formulation allows us to develop a general framework which is tractable. Second, network effects are not necessarily symmetric, some people are more influential, whereas some are more susceptible to influence. We capture this idea by modelling influence as directed. Allowing links to be directed is key in studying the value of information in networks of influence for different products.
The analysis yields several powerful and intuitively appealing insights. We show that simple statistics of the network of influence induced by different products, are sufficient to evaluate the value of information to discriminating monopolies that sell the products. This provides a rigorous guide for monopolies that consider investing in collection or purchase of network data. We also provide a precise measure of the welfare effects of price discrimination that can be used by regulators based on accurate information on several summary statistics of the network.
Finally, this paper focuses on positive network effects, i.e., consumption decisions are strategic complements. This is an important setup that raised significant interest in many disciplines.
Nevertheless, we also note that our analysis and solution go through without change for the case of negative network effects, where consumption decisions are strategic substitutes, as long as the negative influence is not too strong. Appendix A. In the general case, the correlation between in-and out-degrees is captured by
and note that
and rewrite ρ as follows
The case of perfect positive correlation occurs when H ≡ P and ρ = 1, which implies that
. The case where there is no correlation obtains when ρ = 0, or, equivalently, k =k. We start by characterizing the demands of the consumers for any given price schedule set by the monopoly.
Proposition 10. Let p be any price schedule set by the monopoly in the first stage of the game and specifying for each consumer i a price per unit p i ∈ R.
2. Now assume that according to p any two consumers with identical in-and out-degrees are priced the same. Then, in the unique equilibrium of the consumption stage any two consumers with identical in-and out-degrees make the same consumption decision. In particular, let p(k, l) and x(k, l) be the price and the demand of a consumer with outdegree k and in-degree l. Then, in the unique equilibrium of the consumption stage
Proof of Proposition 10. Existence:
Then, adapting Proposition 1 from Glaeser and Scheinkman (2000) to our setup we get that there exists at least one consumption equilibrium if ∀ k∈Z + ,p∈R ∃ x≥0 ∀ x≤x ∂u ∂x i k, x, (x) j =i −p ≤ 0. To see that this condition holds if γk max < 1 it is sufficient to note that ∀ k∈Z + ,p∈R ∃ x≥0 ∀ x≤x 
Finally, in an interior equilibrium, for each type (k, l)
x(k, l) = 1 − p(k, l) + γkA, and therefore
and plugging back to the expression for x(k, l) we obtain an explicit expression for the equilibrium consumption of type (k, l).
In the remaining of Appendix A, we derive the optimal monopoly prices and the corresponding profits under general correlation structure and different information that the monopoly may have. We begin by assuming that the monopoly's optimization problem is well behaved and derive the corresponding prices, demands, and monopoly profit for price discrimination regime.
We follow with an analysis of the conditions that guarantee that the monopoly's optimization problem is, in fact, well behaved.
The monopoly maximizes Price discrimination. When the monopoly price discriminates on in-degree (resp. outdegree), it turns out that in determining the optimal price schedule the monopoly will take into account the average out-degree (resp. in-degree) of a consumer conditional on the consumer's in-degree (resp. out-degree), i.e.,k(l) = k P (k|l)k, and the variance of this random variable,
).
Discrimination on out-degree. Let p(k, l) = p(k) for all l, and so
Taking the derivative with respect to p(s) we have
.
where the second equality follows because by Bayes' rule P (s|l) =
. Hence
and so the first order condition is
Rearranging and denoting φ = k P (k)p * (k)k and C(s) = l lH(l|s) k , we have p * (s) = 1 2 1 + γ 1 − γk ((1 − p * )s − φC(s)) .
Using the expression of p and of p * (s), and developing, we obtain
Combining φ = k P (k)p * (k)k and expression 7, we derive:
Solving these two last equations for p * and φ, and then plugging these expressions back in expression 7 for p * (s), we obtain
The demand of consumer with out-degree k is x(k) = 1 − p(k) + γ(1−p) 1−γk k, and using expression 8 we obtain
Finally, profits are
Discrimination on the in-degree. We have p(k, l) = p(l) and
where p = Defining φ = 1 k l H(l)p * (l)k(l), we have that
Using p * (s) and the definition of p we obtain that
Similarly, using p * (s) and the definition of φ we obtain φ = 1
Solving the two equations for φ and for p * , and plugging the obtained expressions on the expression for p * (l), we have
+k 2 )(σ 2 l +k 2 )
Next, note that x(k, l) = 1 − p(l) + γ(1−p) 1−γk k, and using the expression for p * (l) we obtain
We can finally derive an expression of the profit by noticing that
Discrimination on in-degree and out-degree. We employ similar steps of derivation.
where p = l H(l) k P (k|l)p(k, l). The profits are Π in/out = l H(l) k P (k|l)p(k, l)x(k, l), 
where φ = 1 k l H(l) k P (k|l)kp * (k, l). Using p(x, y) and the definition of p we obtain that
Similarly, using p * (x, y) and the definition of φ we obtain
Solving the two equations for φ and for p * , and plugging these two expressions in the expression
We now show that Π * out and Π * in are increasing in ρ. First note that we can rewrite Π * out as Discrimination in/out-degree. We now turn to the case of price discrimination in both dimensions. First, by using the expression for the price charged to a consumer with out-degree k and in-degree l derived for general correlation structures and imposing assumption 1 and the assumption that σ 2 l = σ 2 k we obtain that p(k, l) = 1 2 + 1 2
[2k − γ(ρσ 2 +k 2 )] 2 − γ 2 (σ 2 +k 2 ) 2 .
It is convenient to define
[2k − γ(ρσ 2 +k 2 )] 2 − γ 2 (σ 2 +k 2 ) 2 , so that p(k, l) = Taking the derivatives of the profit with respect to ρ we obtain
This concludes the proof of Proposition 8.
Proof of Proposition 9.
First Part. The additional profit that a monopoly gets for being able to discriminate on out-degree relative to charge a uniform price is where ξ (ρ) = −2γσ 2 (1 − ρ) k − γρσ 2 +2 k − γρσ 2 k − γρσ 2 − γk 2 +γσ 2 (1 − ρ) k − γρσ 2 − γk 2 .
